ISI Instructions

ISI - Independent Switching Interface
The ISI allows full control of the on/off and up/down functions of the NOVALinked System without interfacing with a control system

• When the system is “on” all Trolley™ monitor lifts can be raised or lowered simultaneously

• In the “on” mode, individual control of the Trolleys™ is disabled for added security

• When the system is “off” all Trolley™ monitor lifts can be controlled individually

How to use • NOVALinked™

• To turn system on/off, press and hold on/off switch for 2 seconds (green LED light indicates whether the system is on or off)

• To put monitors up or down, press and hold up or down button for 2 seconds

• To put monitors up or down individually, you must turn NOVALinked™ off (green LED light must be off)